Abstract: A software for soil compaction analysis (SCAN) has been developed for evaluating the compaction states using the data from the GPS as well as a compactometer attached on the roller. The SCAN is distinguished from other previous software for intelligent compaction (IC) in that it can use the results from various types of GPS positioning methods, and it also has an optimal structure for remotely managing the large amounts of data gathered from numerous rollers. For this, several methods were developed: (1) improving the accuracy of low cost GPS receiver's positioning results; (2) modeling the trajectory of a moving roller using a GPS receiver's results and linking it with the data from the compactometer; and (3) extracting the information regarding the compaction states of the ground from the modeled trajectory, using spatial analysis methods. The SCAN was verified throughout various field compaction tests, and it has been confirmed that it can be a very effective tool in evaluating field compaction states.
Introduction
Soil compaction represents a significant portion of construction budgets, and is very important to the performance and stability of soil structures. However, the required compaction level is difficult to achieve due to the heterogeneity of earth materials, variations in equipment and operators, and difficulty in maintaining uniform lift thickness and moisture content [1] . Generally, static or vibrating rollers have been used for compaction work. In the case of a vibrating roller, it has constant frequency and amplitude of its vibration, so workers are only able to control compaction work by keeping the same speed of the roller and changing the number of driving times for the same path. This process often results in an unevenly compacted earthwork area in which a certain part of the area is sufficiently compacted and the remainder is over-compacted or insufficiently compacted [2] .
A new compaction method called intelligent compaction (IC) has been used in recent years. This new method aims at providing a higher quality road or embankment by implementing a reliable quality and interactive assurance system from the outset of a construction [2] . IC rollers use either accelerometers and/or machine energy to calculate an index parameter related to modulus, stiffness, or bearing capacity. This information is then used by the roller's control systems to determine whether to increase or decrease compaction energy by automatically adjusting the internal, mechanical parameters of the roller [3] . The main IC process operates on an application software for analyzing data from sensors on the IC roller, displaying the compaction results, and supporting a decision for quality assurance.
This research focuses on the application software for the soil compaction analysis which is part of the IC process. Today, available IC software supports only limited functionality: "BCM 05 Positioning" of Bomag, "ACEplus" of Ammann and "Compaction Viewer" of Caterpillar etc. [4] . These software support functions for analyzing compaction information from the sensors of a compaction roller by linking Global Positioning System (GPS) positioning results and helping workers access the sufficient compaction adequate for their own purposes. They can analyze compaction times, the relative or absolute modulus of compaction for a ground and display analysis results which are used for controlling the compaction roller. Similar to the above software, the Soil Compaction ANalysis (SCAN) software is designed to be used as a part of the IC system for analyzing compaction data, but it has two advanced features. The first distinctive feature of SCAN is its function of utilizing various types of GPS receivers. Existing IC systems use high cost GPS equipment supporting Real Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning, of which the analysis software is largely dependent upon the positioning results from the GPS equipment, so it uses the results from the GPS equipment without any processing. These limitations lead to raising the price of the positioning part of the entire IC system. However, SCAN supports not only RTK positioning, but also Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS) positioning and Single Point Positioning (SPP). This makes it possible to adopt low cost GPS equipment in the IC process. For this, the Kalman Filter (KF) [5] [6] [7] , which uses velocity calculated from a GPS receiver as a control variable, and other filters were developed to improve the accuracy of positioning result from low cost GPS receiver.
The second distinctive feature of SCAN is the adequate structure for not only monitoring many rollers in real time but the precise modeling of the roller's trajectory. Most commercial IC software have been developed only for supporting a roller's driver, but there is a need to monitor every roller in real time to more precisely control the quality of the compaction work. To meet this need, adequate spatial object models for modeling a roller's trajectory has been developed, and optimal spatial indexing and spatial analysis methods have been implemented in SCAN.
In this paper, the developed methods for these distinctive features of SCAN are described in detail, and the results of a field test that was conducted to verify the performance of such methods are presented. Most of the papers on IC published thus far focus on the overall composition of IC or on the methodology of relating the sensed data with the soil compaction modulus. Anderegg et al. [8] presented the concept of continuous compaction control and illustrated methods of analyzing soil compaction data in conjunction with the GPS coordinates. Camargo et al. [9] showed an example of a case where GPS-related soil compaction data were displayed on ESRI's ArcMap software, overlaid with aerial photographs and a vector map. Briaud and Seo, [2] presented a commercial application software related to IC, and presented their analysis results. It is difficult, however, to find a detailed description of methods for the processing, analysis, and displaying of GPS-related compaction data. This paper includes many software methods for these, making it distinct from the previous related researches, and can thus be used as a reference for the related research.
Application Environments for SCAN

IC System Configuration
SCAN is designed to be used as a compaction data analysis module for an IC system that monitors many rollers simultaneously. Each monitored roller is equipped with GPS, a compactometer and wireless communication modems and sends compaction information to the management server in real time. Figure 1 shows the overall configuration of the IC system that uses SCAN. Two types of satellites are used in the IC system. One is the GPS satellite which transmits signals for positioning and the other is the SBAS satellite which transmits correction messages for GPS positioning. There are two types of correction methods for the GPS positioning: the code-based differential GPS (DGPS) method and the carrier-phase based DGPS method [10] . In the case of using SBAS correction messages, the code-based DGPS is able to determine a position with an accuracy of about one-meter (rms) error [11, 12] . The RTK positioning, which uses RTCM 2.3 or other messages from one or more ground GPS base stations, the carrier-phase based DGPS, enables a position to be determined with an accuracy of few centimeters (rms) error [11, 12] .
Equipment and Sensor Implementation
Many sensors are mounted on a roller to gather data in real time for the purpose of location-based soil compaction analysis. Figure 2 shows the sensors and other equipment mounted on the roller. The main sensor is GPS for positioning and the compactometer for gathering soil compaction data. The compactometer is a well-known device that measures the drum's movement and processes the resulting signals to provide continuous relative values of a material's level of compaction stiffness [13] . The device outputs the following three values: compaction meter value (CMV) for evaluation of the degree of compaction, resonant meter value (RMV), and vibrating frequency. This process is known in Europe as continuous compaction control (CCC), and is widely used. This technique has also been combined with an integrated GPS to provide a complete GIS-based record of the earthwork site to improve infrastructure performance, to reduce costs and construction duration, and to improve safety [4] . In the United States, the Federal Highway Administration [14] Two types of wireless communication modems are used; one is used for sending gathered data to the monitoring center and the other is used for receiving correction messages from a base GPS station. The latter is used only when RTK-GPS positioning is used, and it can be neglected when using SBAS or SPP positioning. In this study, the focus was on the cases where SBAS and SPP positioning are used with a low cost GPS receiver.
It is necessary to display compaction states of ground to the driver for controlling compaction work. For this purpose, a tablet PC is mounted on the front of the driver's seat, and it displays the compaction state of the ground on which the rollers are moving in real time. SCAN works in application software installed on the tablet PC. It processes data gathered by the GPS and compactometer and shows the results to the driver and guides the driving. To perform this real time guiding and controlling work, SCAN requires capability for fast data processing and accurate analysis of the location-based soil compaction data.
Main Process of SCAN to Evaluate Soil Compaction States
SCAN's process of primary data processing and algorithms configuring each step are shown in Figure 3 . The purpose of this process is to analyze data from multiple rollers quickly and to minimize the error range of the low cost GPS receiver. The main process includes three steps: (1) generating point-type spatial objects by converting and integrating data from GPS and the compactometer mounted on a roller; (2) converting point-type data to continuous quadrangle cell-type spatial objects and building a spatial index; and (3) producing compaction results through statistical and spatial analysis.
In
Step (1), GPS coordinates are filtered by three filters, GPS velocity based on the Kalman Filter (GVKF), the smoother, and the distance filters, to reduce errors on GPS coordinates and to ensure ease of generating a continuous quadrangle cell. The height data of the GPS coordinates are often used when using RTK-GPS positioning, but they can be neglected when using other positioning methods (SBAS positioning or SPP) because the accuracy of the height coordinates in such methods is low. Then, the filtered GPS data and compactometer data are integrated on the basis of time to be converted into point-type spatial objects. In Step (2), using properties of point objects, 2-D coordinates, grid azimuth and time, the movement of a roller is analyzed and continuous quadrangle cells are generated. These cells can successfully model the roller's continuous path of movement and includes every datum gathered by the GPS and compactomter to be adequate for soil compaction analysis. Finally, spatial indexes are generated for cells for fast data finding and analyzing. In
Step (3), some spatial analysis is performed using cell objects to obtain analysis results for investigating compaction states of the ground. Then, the final result with the analysis result of the whole area is calculated by least square collocation.
Data Processing Methods of SCAN
Several data processing methods of SCAN can be divided into the following three categories: filtering, spatial object modeling and spatial analysis.
Filtering
Compaction properties such as soil stiffness, the number of roller passes, vibration, etc. obtained during roller operation are strongly related to GPS coordinates. Therefore, it is very important to obtain more accurate and reliable GPS coordinates in the IC. Accuracy of the GPS positioning result is significantly affected by the reception environment of the GPS signal. The GPS signal may be frequently blocked or impaired by natural or artificial obstacles, and multipath errors can arise in GPS measurement. Therefore, adequate estimation filters to GPS coordinates are required for improving positional accuracy and detecting gross errors, especially in the case of using a low cost GPS receiver.
In this study, three types of filters were used to remove gross errors and to obtain correct GPS coordinates. First, GVKF was used to improve the GPS positioning results using the velocity and true azimuth calculated by the Doppler phenomena of the GPS carrier. Second, a least squares smoother filter with first-order to third-order polynomials was used to remove residual gross errors occurring whenever the positioning data deviated from a smoothed polynomial line generated from adjacent GPS positions. Third, a distance filter was employed to set the minimum distance and create spatial objects with quadrangle cells more effectively. Table 1 shows the filters used to manage GPS coordinates in SCAN and their related values. Among the filters listed in Table 1 , GVKF has the most significant effect on the quality of the GPS coordinates to improve accuracy and remove gross errors. Its effect appears more clearly in the case of a poor GPS signal reception environment. The reason for using this filter is to utilize the low cost GPS receiver for the IC work. The content and structure of the GVKF are as follows.
A KF uses a state Equation (1) and an observation Equation (2) to model the state of a moving vehicle in terms of linear dynamics [15] :
where k X is a state vector, k U is a control vector, and k Y is a measurement vector at time k. A is a transition matrix and relates the state vector at time k to the state vector at time 1 k + . Matrix B relates the control vector to the state vector. Matrix H in the observation equation relates the state vector to the measurement vector. k ω is a process error, and k z represents a measurement error and they are assumed to be independent of each other and with normal probability distributions like below:
Equations (1) and (2) of the general KF can also be transformed into Equations (5) and (6) of GVKF. The three-dimensional (3-D) movements of a roller with a north coordinate ( k N ), an east coordinate ( k E ), and a height coordinate ( k H ) as state variables are modeled with these two equations. In Equation (5) 
The data used for estimating positions can be obtained from the messages transmitted from a GPS receiver. In general, both 3-D coordinates and height velocity are included in NMEA messages or other receiver manufacturer's specific messages. The north and east velocities should be calculated using the horizontal velocity ( HOR V ) and the true azimuth ( T ψ ) from GPS messages. First, the grid azimuth ( G ψ ) is calculated by applying meridian convergence to the true azimuth. Next, the north velocity The estimation process for obtaining the positions of the improved accuracy using the gathered data and the coefficient matrix in Equations (5) and (6) is as shown below.
First, in the initialization step, the initial values of the state vector and the covariance matrix of the process error at the initial time are determined. Next, in the prediction step, the state vector ( (7) and (8), respectively:
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Next, in the correction step, the predicted state vector and its covariance matrix are corrected using the measurement result at time 1 k + . In this step, the value of the Kalman gain ( 1 k K + ) is determined using Equation (9) . Then the corrected state vector ( 1 k X + ) and its covariance matrix ( 1 k P + ) are calculated using Equations (10) and (11):
Finally, the prediction and correction steps should be repeated at every data collection time to estimate the coordinates over the entire time span with an improved accuracy.
The value of most matrix in Equations (7-11) except k Q and k R are defined in Equation (5) and (6) . It is important to define the value of k Q and k R , the Variance-Covariance Matrix (VCM) of the process and measurement error, exactly because the suitability of their values affects a lot on the accuracy of the estimation. It would be ideal to use a GPS receiver that outputs the VCM of the process and measurement error. However, such devices are rare and the most GPS receiver only output the RMSE of coordinates. So, in this study the empirical methods were applied to model the VCMs. We collected GPS data for over six hours at fixed position by the type of positioning methods, SPP, SBAS and RTK, and determined the error of 3-D velocity and 3-D coordinates, which used for determining the value of k Q and k R . k Q was set to a constant and all the elements of it were determined empirically because it is hard to determine the value of it every time of data collection. In case of k R , only covariance between coordinates were determined empirically because diagonal elements of it can be determined using RMSE of coordinates gathered from the output messages of GPS receiver at every measurement time: 
The process error vector and its VCM are described in Equation (12), and the values of the elements of VCM ( Q ) determined empirically by the positioning method type are listed in Table 2 . On the other hand, the measurement error vector and its VCM are described in Equation (13), and the values of the non-diagonal elements of VCM ( k R ) determined empirically by positioning method type are listed in Table 3 . Table 2 . Empirically determined values of VCM ( Q )'s elements by positioning method type.
Positioning Methods
Elements of VCM( Q ) (unit: m 2 /s
2 ) It can be seen in Table 2 that the variances of the 3-D velocity are very small even though the accuracy of the positioning method (e.g., SPP) is very low. Therefore, the estimation process of GVKF, which uses the 3-D velocity as a control vector, can greatly improve the accuracy of the 3-D coordinates. Moreover, the effect of GVKF greatly increases when GPS positioning methods with low accuracy are used. In this study, the performance of GVKF was verified through a field test, and the test results are presented in Section 5.2.
Spatial Object Modeling
Two types of spatial object models were used for modeling the vibrating roller's continuous trajectory and analyzing compaction states of ground. The filtered data converted into point objects include the following properties: 3-D position, velocity obtained from GPS, and compaction properties such as degree of compaction, CMV, RMV, and vibration frequency of the roller. Next, the point objects were converted to continuous quadrangle cell objects having all properties of the point objects. Figure 4 shows the converting and creating processes of the spatial object models. Figure 5 shows the algorithm of converting point objects to cell objects using two steps. First, the azimuth angles perpendicular to the connect lines between the first and second point and between the second and third point were calculated. Next, the average of the two azimuths to determine the azimuth of the second point was configured. This process was iterated to calculate each azimuth for every point. Lastly, the two points that were located at a half-width of the roller drum from the center point were calculated. Then, continuous quadrangle cell objects were created by connecting these points with the adjacent points. The properties of each cell were calculated by averaging the properties of the adjacent two points. However, this algorithm had a serious weak point in that the quadrangle cell cannot be created when the compaction roller changes its direction sharply because the normal lines of the two points cross each other. One of the solutions to this problem was the elimination of adjacent points until a quadrangle cell is formed. Therefore, this solution was applied to compensate the shortcoming in the generation of continuous quadrangle cell objects. Figure 6 shows the result of generating continuous quadrangle cell objects (Figure 6(b) ) from point objects (Figure 6(a) ) by the spatial object modeling methods suggested in this study. In this figure, the quadrangle cell objects that describe the roller's actual continuous motion were successfully generated. 
Spatial Analysis
GPS and compaction sensors mounted on a vibrating roller can produce at least 3,600 positions and compaction relating data per hour. To treat this quantity of data quickly and effectively, an appropriate spatial index and processing method was required for an analysis.
In this study, a simple grid index, which is frequently used for spatial indexing of earth observation data, was employed to realize continuous cell objects widely distributed over a large area [16] . Overlay analysis, the general method used in the GIS analysis, was also employed in SCAN. Figure 7 shows the concept of the overlay analysis method developed in this study. The first step involved making a grid type data set covering the entire analyzing domain, and to search vertically-superposed cells on each grid position. A number of superposed cells represent a number of vibratory roller passes, and minimum or maximum values of the compaction properties in overlaid cells can be chosen for analyzing the compaction states of the ground. The Least Squares Collocation (LSC) method was also used to produce reasonable compaction results for the entire earthwork area by considering the correlation among the adjacent values to even out the data distribution, to interpolate the data for the areas with no data, and to prevent gross errors. Typically, the general Kriging method and many modified Kriging methods have been used at the geo-statistical areas. Although the LSC and Kriging methods are not exactly the same [17] , the differences between them are not significant [18] .
Verification of SACN throughout Field Tests
SCAN was evaluated from the processing sample data and test operation of the monitoring software in terms of accuracy of soil compaction analysis, capability of processing low cost GPS data, and processing speed to manage multiple roller data in real time.
Accuracy Tests of Soil Compaction Analysis
Sample data gathered from five different sites (A, B, C, D, E) were processed to verify the accuracy of analysis from SCAN. Figure 8 shows the analysis results of the number of roller passes (compaction times) from four sites (A to D). A path with more than eight roller passes is displayed with a very dark color. Paths with less than seven roller passes are shown with lighter colors.
The results show that the roller's continuous motions were modeled very accurately from the continuous quadrangle cells, and the compaction times were analyzed accurately by overlay analysis methods. This analysis makes it possible to check if the field work was performed according to regulations. Figure 9 shows analysis results of the number of roller passes, compaction properties, CMV, RMV, and vibration frequency using data from a roller at site E. The roller was operated at 20, 26, and 30 Hz, and there was a maximum of twelve roller passes at site E. Especially, Figure 9(b) shows the CMV and relative degree of compaction obtained from the compactometer. The CMV of the area through which the roller had passed at least four times was generally greater than the CMV of the other areas. Thus, the number of passes, the vibration frequency, the CMV varying from 0 to 80, and the RMV varying from 0 to 4 were effectively displayed by SCAN in order to characterize the state of roller compaction at site E. 
Utilization Tests of Low Cost GPS Receiver
GVKF and SCAN's capability was tested and evaluated for its improvement of positioning accuracy and analysis of compaction properties obtained by a roller trajectory modeling with a low cost GPS receiver. For this evaluation, two tests were performed: (1) a utilization test for GVKF capability to improve positioning accuracy of the result provided by the low cost GPS receiver used by the SPP and SBAS signals mounted on a moving vehicle, and (2) a utilization test for SCAN (with GVKF), analyzing the roller trajectory and compaction properties from the roller's low cost GPS results which result in precise compaction control work of the IC under similar compaction work environments. Figure 10 shows the selected test sites for the utilization tests of GVKF (site A) and SCAN capability (site B), respectively. Figure 10 . Test sites for utilization test for GVKF and SCAN's capability. Road line (site A) for GVKF capability to a low cost GPS receiver mounted on a moving vehicle. A compaction site (site B) for SCAN capability to a low cost GPS receiver mounted on a roller under similar environments of compaction work.
The first step of the utilization test of GVKF was surveying the center of the selected road line (site A in Figure 10 ) by RTK positioning and using the RTK results as reference values for accuracy evaluation of low cost GPS results and those with GVKF respectively. Then, we drove the vehicle across the road in a variety of GPS reception environments and obtained SBAS and SPP results with respect to the center of the road line using the low cost GPS receivers. The raw SPP, raw SBAS results and those with GVKF results will be compared with the RTK results in order to evaluate GVKF capability to improve the accuracy of the low cost GPS positioning. Figure 11 As shown in Figure 11 (a,b), there were many gross errors in the raw SBAS and SPP results (full lines) in which many positions were placed outside of the road. After being filtered by GVKF, most positions were placed inside the road, so it was logical that the accuracy of filtered results was improved considerably by GVKF. In order to analyze the improvement of accuracy more clearly, we compared and summarized all results (raw, GVKF and RTK) according to the positioning methods as shown in Figure 12 and Table 4 . Figure 12 (a) shows the positioning differences between the raw SPP (dashed line) and RTK results, SPP with GVKF (full line) and RTK results. Figure 12 (b) also shows the positioning differences between the raw SBAS (dashed line) and RTK results, SBAS with GVKF (full line) and RTK results. In Figure 12 and Table 3 , there are many gross errors exceeding tens of meters included in the raw SPP and SBAS results and these gross errors could be reduced considerably by GVKF. These situations indicate that GVFK has sufficient capability to improve the accuracy of SPP, and SBAS positioning could be used for the compaction control work of IC.
In the utilization test of SCAN capability, two types of GPS receivers were installed on the compaction roller: one for SBAS and SPP positioning, and the other for RTK positioning. Then, the roller was driven along four paths (site B in Figure 10 ) under similar compaction work environments and the positioning results were obtained from the three types of GPS receivers. To analyze the positioning accuracy improvement by GVKF, the filtered results of SPP and SBAS methods are compared with the RTK results presented in Table 5 . Table 5 . Statistics of positioning differences of various positioning methods based on RTK results in test compaction site (site B in Figure 10 ). Table 5 shows the accuracy assessment result for the GVKF-filtered SBAS and SPP results. It is seen that the overall positioning accuracy is better than that for results of the previous road line test because the GPS signal reception environment is good. In addition, the effect of GVKF is slightly reduced in this test because the moving speed of the compaction roller is lower than that of the vehicle.
Positioning
Finally, each result of compaction analysis was compared using three types of GPS positioning (SPP, SBAS and RTK) together with the GVKF-filtered SPP and SBAS results in order to evaluate SCAN capability for precise compaction analysis. Figures 13 and 14 show the results of assessment for improving the possibility of the SPP and SBAS positioning result's usage, respectively, at the precise compaction control work. Figure 14(a,b) also represent the same content for each of the raw SBAS and SBAS with GVKF positioning methods to that of Figure 14(a,b) , respectively. It was found in Table 4 , and in Figures 13(b) and 14(b) that compaction analysis results generated from raw SPP data are inadequate for both simple IC work such as compaction times monitoring and precise compaction control work of IC. However, it is shown that the compaction analysis results generated from GVKF-filtered SPP results could be used for compaction times monitoring.
Conversely, the compaction analysis results generated from all SBAS results (raw and GVKF-filtered) were very similar to those from the RTK results. Therefore, it was possible to use the raw SBAS results (without GVKF) directly for both simple and precise compaction control work of IC. However, the accuracy of unfiltered SBAS positioning results can be degraded in a poor GPS signal reception environment, and gross error in positioning results can seriously affect the compaction analysis. Therefore, using GVKF-filtered SBAS results are more stable for precise compaction analysis.
From the above results of utilization tests, it is apparent that SCAN including GVKF can be used effectively for simple or precise compaction control work of IC using the positioning data obtained only from a low cost GPS receiver, SPP and SBAS.
Processing Capability Tests of Real Time Compaction Monitoring
The processing capability of compaction monitoring software which uses SCAN as a soil compaction analysis module was tested. Four rollers were monitored via the WCDMA network, and their data were gathered from GPS and a compactometer that were sent to the monitoring software in real time. Figure 15 shows a screen capture of the monitoring software. In the figure, four rollers are sending data at one-second intervals, moreover the monitoring software analyzes the data and displays the analysis results every five second. The test results show that SCAN is adequate for real-time analysis for soil compaction monitoring using data from multiple rollers. 
Conclusions
In this study, a software module, SCAN, was developed as an effective analysis tool to evaluate the compaction states of the ground for the IC work. A process composed of many methods was developed for very accurate analysis and utilization of a low cost GPS and of SCAN with GVKF. From the results of this study, the following conclusions are drawn: (a) A spatial object based on a continuous quadrangle cell is very effective in modeling the trajectory of rollers and compaction properties during compaction. Modeling spatial objects with appropriate filters and topology structures makes the adoption of various GIS analyzing methods more convenient. (b) It is possible to utilize low cost GPS for the IC work by applying filters to improve positional accuracy and to remove gross errors. Especially, GVKF, a main filter, works well to improve the GPS positioning results without any external sensors. By using filters included in SCAN, the SPP results can be used for simple IC work such as compaction time analysis and SBAS results can be used for IC work that requires a higher level of precision. (c) Overlay analysis and spatial indexing based on GIS analysis is more effective since the data of continuous quadrangle cells are adequate to display the state of roller compaction in the field. These analysis method and structures are able to process data from multiple rollers in real time because their processing speed is sufficiently fast to support the real time compaction state analysis work. (d) For further study, SCAN will be improved so that it can be used in the system that automatically controls compaction rollers for more accurate compaction work. This is important because one of the ultimate purposes of the IC system is an automatic machine control. For this, a new spatial indexing method adequate for the continuous cell object arrays will be developed to improve the processing capability.
